Geoscience Education in Maine: Survey Results
We surveyed 85 people who work for acdemic institutions, government agencies,
private organizations, and in the private sector to identify some of the challenges and
opportunities in geoscience education in Maine. We were wondering:
Topics Taught: what topics in geoscience are taught throughout the state?
Resources: what resources educators have access to/already exist or are lacking? and how do
geoscientists from different sectors contribute to education?
Skills/Content knowledge: how do skills/topics taught match the needs of potential employers?

In this handout we highlight some key findings from the survey (which is still ongoing it’s not too late to participate!) and hope that it will serve as a starting point for some
conversations today and into the future.

Fig 1: Pie chart showing
where the respondents to
the survey work/worked.
Respondents were allowed
to identify with multiple
fields. A quarter of the
respondants identified that
they work in at least 2
fields (education,
government, NP
organization, or private
sector).

Responses from K-12 educators: At your
institution, are you required to follow the Next
Generation Standards?
Fig 2: Pie chart showing the response of k-12
educators on whether they are required to follow
Next-Generation standards. Some indicated that
they loosely follow them or a modified version.
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Fig 3: Bar graph showing the
range of topics covered at the K12 and college levels. Some other
topics respondants wrote in
included: geoarcheology,
environmental science,
marine/coastal studies,
topography, soils, erosion,
volcanology, Appalachain
Mountain development

Educators’ Responses to: At your institution, geoscience is...
K-12 Level

College Level

Fig 4: Pie charts showing the respondants view of the general presence of geoscience in
the overall curriculum.

Specific websites included
NOAA, NASA, SERC,
GSM, NSTA, EarthComm,
NOVA, and RiSE Center.

Fig 5: Bar graph showing
where educators find their
teaching materials. We
asked respondents to list
resources they use.
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Expertise requested:
● Geoscience researcher
● Professional from private sector
Professional from government agency
● University professor

Workshop topics requested: many listed,
but a few themes
● Climate Science/Climate Change
● Mineralogy/Rock ID
● Connecting NGSS to geoscience
lessons
● Technical: using lidar, soil coring,
water sampling, etc.
● Geologic history of Maine
● Coastal/Marine processes
● Connections between geoscience and
humans

Educators’ responses to: How far would
you be willing to travel for a 1-day
workshop?

Fig 6 (above): Bar graphs showing K-12 and
college educators responses to whether they have
access to the resources they need to teach
geoscience.

Fig 7: Educators’ willingness to travel to
workshops.

Field Sites requested:
Field Trip Issues Highlighted:
● Surficial deposits/gravel quarries
● Funding
● Sedimentary rocks
● Administrative roadblocks
● Coastal sites
(restrictions from school, permits for
● Accessible tectonic structures
site access, liability)
● Accessible water bodies
● Shortage of time
● Off-shore site
● Distance from school
● “Roadside Geology for Educators”
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Educators’ Responses to: At your
institution, is data literacy part of the
geoscience curriculum?
College Level

Responses to: The most important skills
for a prospective employee/colleague
are...

Most-desired soft skills:

K-12 Level

Most-desired hard skills:
Fig 8 (above): Pie charts showing
educators’ responses to whether
data literacy is part of their
geoscience curriculum.

Fig 7 (right and above right): We asked
private sector employees to list the three
most important soft skills (left) and hard
skills (right) for prospective employees in
the geoscience sector. The size of words
represent their frequency in the survey
results.
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Outreach and geoscience education enhancement program participation
and challenges:
Over half of the respondants
report that they are involved
in a program that aims to
enhance geoscience
education! Most folks
(>70%) say they do it
because “it feels
meaningful” and many do it
as part of a volunteer or
other job.

Some challenges to these programs include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Funding
Time
Marketing
Distance/Travel
Expertise of volunteers
Greater need than can be accomodated
Participants (interest/availability)
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Geoscience enhancement program support as viewed by workers from
different parts of the geoscience sector

Summary of key findings from survey:
Educators:
● At least two-thirds of the respondents feel they have adequate or close-to adequate access to
the expertise, infrastructure, materials, and field sites they need to teach geoscience.
● Educators mostly find their materials online.
● The top-three visitors educators would like to have in their classrooms are active
geoscientists, professionals from the private sector, and professionals from a government
agency.
Comments:
“I know there are experts and resources out there but I have no idea how to access them.”
Organizations:
● About half of the respondents feel their programs receive adequate or close-to adequate
financial and communicational support.
● Challenges:
○ Lack of volunteers
○ Funding
○ Marketing→ finding participants and external funds
○ Meeting demands/not enough teachers and resources
○ Participants lack “work ethic” or are (cell-phone) distracted
○ Time
● Almost all respondents said their organizations make materials that are publically available.
Comments:
“I think this is a great opportunity to create a team of geoscientists that can work towards
improving the k-12 geoscience experience for teachers and students.”
“We are enthused by the prospect of better networking.”
Private sector:
● Two-thirds of respondents report their programs receive adequate or close-to adequate
financial and communicational support.
● The most important soft skills for graduates seeking to work in the private sector, according
to more than two-thirds of our respondents, are writing and communication. Having a
good work ethic (willingness to learn, hard work, team-player) is also important.
● The most important hard skills are content knowledge (hydrogeology, geology,
meteorology, earth systems) and ability to apply it, data analysis, and, again, writing.
● Our respondents felt recent graduates lack skills in writing, critical thinking, and hard skills.
Comments:
Are there resources for continuing education - those already on their career path?
Other Comments of interest:
Many respondents stressed that geoscience in k-12 education is very spotty: it usually depends on
the teacher’s interest, training, and priorities with a pressed schedule.
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